Abstract. -The present contribution highlights the gradual process of integration of the Latin American financial places into the international system of cashless payments after independence. Completion of this process was not achieved until the end of the First World War. Whilst during the colonial era bullion had been the most frequently used means of exchange in transatlantic payments from South and Central America, bills of exchange as a means of cashless payments became more and more important in international transactions thereafter, i.e. after these regions had become independent. A thorough analysis of exchange rate quotations from the Central and South American financial places allows tracing the separate stages of this process of integration of South America into the international system of cashless payments, as well as the emergence of local and regional sub-systems within this geographical area.
Financial markets in Latin America have recently moved out of the focus of German and international research in economic and financial history alike, particularly with regard to the period immediately preceding the First World War.
1 This has not always been the case, as especially in Germany prior to the First World War and particularly during the 1920s there used to be a strong academic tradition of research on financial conditions in Hispanic America. Even though not usually expressively stated, this interest was certainly a result of one's own direct experience of inflation, which at that stage had reached levels never previously encountered and which people sought to understand better using the example of those countries which had made similar experiences before. Nevertheless, the decades preceding 1914 marked an important step for the Hispanic American economies towards integration into the international economy, in commercial and, more importantly, financial terms. This led to closer ties of the South American economies with the global financial centres -at that time chiefly London, but later on Paris and, around 1900, New York, too. It opened up new chances of solving crises internationally, as the example of the Argentinean currency and financial crisis in 1890/91 (usually labelled "Baring Crisis") shows, which was solved using the help of large English banks.
The aspects to be discussed in the following are intended to highlight one particularly important component within this development: the gradual linking and subsequent integration of South American financial places into the international or world financial system. Centring on Europe, it had emerged during the "commercial revolution" in 12th and 13th-century Italy and, subsequently, during the 17th and 18th centuries spread all across the economically relevant sections on the globe. In Hispanic America, however, this process of integration, marked by the intensifying connections of South American financial places to the world system of (cashless) payments, only really commenced with these states' political independence. It had developed into near-full maturity by the eve of the First World War, which brought the process to a -temporary yet considerable -halt; "full maturity" meaning here complete integration of most, or at least the most important, financial centres of Hispano-America into the global financial system of cashless transactions. The terms "financial place" and "financial market" will in the following be used interchangeably, with the -adjusting for the differences in terms of economic structure compared to today -somewhat narrower sense of meaning "exchange place" or "exchange market", respectively. This is due to the fact that cashless transactions using bills of exchange were by far the most important and dominant form of financial transactions to be studied in the following. These transactions accounted for a significant share of economic activity handled on pre-modern and even modern financial markets, at least up to 1914.
The following analysis is based on, and intended to augment, a previous study by the same author, 2 placing its results into a broader framework and embedding them into a more theoretical approach. It is divided into three parts. First, some theoretical and methodological aspects studied elsewhere will be applied to the present subject of study in order to reach a balanced understanding of Hispano-America and its place in the global economy and finance before 1914.
3 Secondly, several Latin-American exchange markets will be analysed en detail with regard to their importance and role in international finance during the process of complete integration into the international system of cashless transactions. This will be based mainly on time series data on exchange rates published in 1997, 4 supplemented by contemporary (German) merchant manuals, where available. 5 The latter pro-vide detailed evidence on exchange rates quoted in South American financial markets during the period under consideration. This is followed by a brief conclusion and overview on the period post-1914. The Caribbean sphere will not be considered as the West Indies in terms of international finance and cashless transactions were orientated towards North rather than South America.
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I
The central theoretical and methodological approach represented here is the distinction between "integration" of a certain exchange place or financial market into the (up to 1870 solely) European-centred international system of cashless payments on the one hand, and the "linking" of a place to this system on the other hand, during a certain period of time. In most cases, the "linking" can be understood as an "early stage" and precondition of "integration" of exchange markets into the already existing payments system. This gradual process, often too difficult to comprehend in detail due to the lack of sources, can be called "integrative process": a process with the final result of "integration", i.e. the complete integration of a certain exchange market into the particular payments mechanism exhibited at a certain time or period. The criteria for "integration" are: first, a -relatively -extended network of international exchange rate quotations being run by this exchange market; second equally extensive exchange rate quotations on this market; and finally, third, the regularity of quotations, both on this place, as well as from this place on others. A relatively regular exchange relation with merely one or few foreign exchange markets on the other hand -i.e. without quotations on this place -is only sufficient to call it a "linking". The "linked" exchange market can use the mediation of another financial place for its own transactions with third parties (i.e. financial places), in which case the second place functions as an intermediary.
If this integrative process is understood in terms of the model, it can be considered a sequence involving different steps of integration which may not always be clearly distinguishable from one another; this is, last but not least, the result of frequently lacking sources. Therefore, one needs to differentiate between at least two fundamental possible trajectories within this integrative process: the first option can be found in Europe and at its peripheries, in the Baltic, the Russian Empire and the Levant, or the Ottoman Empire; the second example comes from non-European areas or colonial possessions, which are influenced by Europeans economically, with European cashless payment techniques being introduced gradually. Whilst the integrative process within Europe already began with the development of cashless payment transactions during the course of the Commercial Revolution of the 12th and 13th centuries, the integrative process of the financial markets within the non-European areas commencedwith some remarkable exceptions in North America, the Caribbean, and South-East Asia -only towards the later 18th century. Naturally, this was a period from which considerably more extensive and secure data has passed down to us than from the beginnings of this process in Europe.
The following analysis focuses on the non-European regions, especially on Latin America. In the colonial period, the first and central exchange relation of all emerging exchange places was established with the central exchange market of the "mother country". This seems to be a mere reflection of the "classical" economic relationship of dependency of non-European territories, usually colonies, upon their mother country. From this it becomes clear that, concerning the techniques of payment transactions, the "mother countries" -or better: the merchants and bankers resident in the mother country -financed the trade with their non-European territories on their own exchange market(s) and, thus, granted credit to their economically subordinate business partners overseas. With the emergence of independent Latin American nation states, the exchange rate on London became the first and foremost quotation, inasmuch as Great Britain was, in economic terms, the "mother country" of the colonial -here: Latin Americanexchange markets. This was the case because both London as the world's financial centre and the pound Sterling as the world's leading currency enjoyed outstanding importance within the global system of cashless payments.
The exchange transaction was effected in such a way that, as a rule, bills of exchange were only drawn by European merchants or planters in the non-European country on merchants or bankers of the European country, which could have the effect of establishing an exchange rate quotation in the non-European country. Only in exceptional cases did the reverse occur, too. If it did, it was less often documented in the exchange rate currents issued weekly in the European financial places. Using this exchange mechanism, it was possible to set up a linking of Europeans within the non-European territories to the entire Europeanbased international cashless payments system. For the present analysis it is vital to appreciate the practical implications of this system: to get one's bill of exchange accepted, the drawer had to draw the bill in the currency demanded by the drawee. Mostly this was the currency of the European ("mother") country, although the drawee himself could sell it within the non-European possession only in the specific local, i.e. Latin American, currency. Thus, he himself took the risk of the rate, since the European exporter gave an invoice only in his own European currency. He accepted bills of exchange from the non-European territories in European currency as a payment for his exported goods, while those bills drawn in non-European currencies were usually rejected. This was the commercial custom in the case of Latin American currencies, as well as in the case of other non-European currencies. This "classical" relationship within the cashless payment transaction between a non-European and a central financial market in Europe was very often the only exchange relation maintained in a non-European city/"financial place" within the whole period of investigation ("Type 1").
An advancement in this development (of a financial -in our case, Latin American -place maintaining unilateral exchange relations with Europe) from "Type 1" to "Type 2" occurred when non-European partners were linked to two or more European exchange markets ("Type 2"). This could be the result of developing relationships with financial markets other than the initial one in the "mother country", for instance in order to gain trading advantages. This phenomenon can be observed especially during the 19th and early 20th centuries. But such an orientation towards two (or more) European financial centres was the exception rather than the rule. It frequently represented a transitional stage, usually after some rules in the game had changed and cards had been reshuffled, for instance in British Guyana, or when international exchange relations had further intensified. This is why "Type 2" was usually relatively short-lived.
Besides those relations between non-European territories and Europe, more and more exchange networks of only regional importance emerged within the partitions of the global economy, such as between various Latin American countries. If such a developmenta qualitative innovation -occurred, it was usually an indication of closer economic connections within the (cashless) payments system. By the same token it points towards intensification in the process of economic integration within these regions in general, since the demand for cashless payments within non-European regions such as Latin America originated only when these countries gradually became independent from Europe in economic terms and thus began to maintain payment connections among themselves or among their merchants, respectively. Within this integrative process, one needs again to distinguish between the "linking" (with changing intensity) of particular exchange places to the regional system ("Type 3a") on the one hand, and complete integration of these exchange places into the regional system ("Type 3b") on the other hand. From the perspective of the European-centred international cashless transactions mechanism, such a regional system has to be considered a kind of subsystem, to a large extent economically dependent upon the financial capacity of European trading and banking houses. The process worked in such a way that, initially, external places were linked more and more closely to the whole international payments system, as well as to the individual subsystem. If that was achieved, these places could be integrated into these systems, with the underlying hierarchies being subject to perpetual change. Within the framework of this process, proper financial centres could emerge as intermediaries handling payments on third party between local and European merchants -or the other way around -, and thus operate between various subsystems or hierarchies of different systems.
The next step would be the transition from a linking to integration into the international payments system ("Type 4"): This transition occurred by means of regular quotation of the non-European financial place in one of Europe's financial centres -as a rule of thumb, this was usually London, being the world's financial centre. During this stage, connections of a non-European exchange place to other exchange places of the international system, as well as exchange relations to regional subsystems were possible -either at the stage of linking ("Type 4a") or the stage of integration ("Type 4b"). The more variegated the relationships to exchange markets of the international system were, the closer became the linking of the non-European exchange place to the international system. The integration process was finally completed with the non-European financial market being integrated into the international system, a stage at which the nonEuropean and the European financial place acted as partners of equal rank with regular and mutual exchange rate quotations ("Type 5"). No extra-European exchange market except New York reached this stage prior to the end of World War One.
II
Latin America has a special place in the history and development of international cashless transactions inasmuch as until the end of the colonial era monetary transfers from the Spanish colonies and Brazil to Europe were usually settled using precious metal. European exporters and purveyors of goods usually insisted upon prompt payment in cash, and in only a handful of cases were préstamos marítimos and bills of exchange used for financing the colonial trades of Spanish merchants, ship owners, factors, and the Casa de la Contratación.
7 Spanish merchant-bankers could draw bills on American importers, however, the latter obliging themselves to pay the sums on the bills on demand to the American factor or consignee of the exporting European merchant. But, due to the long distance of the voyages involved, generally high risk levels for bill transfers and information asymmetries relating to the debtors creditworthiness, a premium of up to 20% and more had usually to be paid on such bill transactions. Accordingly such transactions are only infrequently documented in the sources. 8 According to Thomás de Mercado 111 pesos had to be paid in Seville around 1570 for 100 pesos drawn via bill on Santo Domingo; 118 pesos for the same sum on Mexico and Panama; 133 on Peru, and even 154 for bills on Chile. 9 This aspect, as well as the ample supply of precious metal in Spain, accounts for the fact that, contrary to the colonies in North America and the West Indies, no regular bill transactions emerged between merchants in colonial Latin America and their trading partners in Europe. Nor, for the same reasons, did any of the Latin American financial places -such as Mexico City, Lima, Havana, Bahia, and Pernambuco, as well as, later on, Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires -develop into financial centres of international significance during the colonial period. Those financial places that existed in these realms were only locally or regionally important at best, handling cashless transactions mostly between remote outposts within the New World without developing lasting external connections. Hispano-American libranzas for instance could be endorsed and traded, but their circulation remained restricted to intra-American exchange and frequently to transactions within one particular Viceroyalty only.
10 It was only when British merchant-bankers began to finance, and in the end dominate, the foreign trade relations of the emerging national economies during the Wars of Independence in the early 19th century that the existing local financial markets developed into international financial centres.
Over large parts of the 19th century Rio de Janeiro emerged as South America's most important exchange market. Exchange rate In this year the Portuguese Royal Court, which had fled the threat of the Napoleonic troops, emigrated and re-established itself in Brazil. In 1815 the sea ports of the United Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil and Algarve were opened for non-Portuguese ships. At that time, and during the entire 19th century, the Brazilian exchange marked focused on the Rio-London exchange. The first exchange quotations on Paris can be traced from the mid-1820s onwards; most certainly a result of the 1826 commercial treaty between France and Brazil, by which commercial and exchange relations between the two were formally established.
12 Further places that were quoted regularly in Rio at that time were Hamburg (from 1829/30 on) and Lisbon, which after some prior irregular quotations in the 1830s was quoted regularly from 1852 onwards. Singular and irregular quotations on Antwerp, Le Havre, Marseille, Porto, Amsterdam, and Rotterdam are also documented, albeit only for one or few more months during the year.
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More or less significant changes on the Rio exchange current only occurred towards the end of the century, when regular quotations on Italy -presumably a consequence of increasing levels of immigration, as Italians accounted for the largest single group of migrants 14 -and New York commenced in 1885. The latter had already been quoted irregularly around 1880. The last exchange partner to be added to the list (and the first one in Latin America outside Brazil) was Buenos Aires in 1914. According to contemporary merchant manuals, quotations must also have existed on Bremen, Spain, Uruguay, Austria, and the Ottoman Empire 15 -the latter presumably in consequence of Syrian immigration, the so-called "turcos"
16 -, which can only be firmly proven, however, for the post-1918 period (see below). The fact that some exchange quotations can be derived from contemporary manuals issued by private exchange brokers is a result of the particular circumstance that no official exchange rate current was published in Rio de Janeiro, as bills were traded either directly between merchants and banks or negotiated by exchange brokers.
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Alongside Rio de Janeiro there were two further Brazilian exchange markets that were significant enough at least in regional terms for their bill rates on London to be published in the London-based Economist between 1849 and the early 1880s: Bahia and Pernambuco.
18 These places, alongside Rio Grande, are also reported to have quoted Hamburg and Paris on a regular basis, following the commercial usances of Rio de Janeiro. Bills were usually more expensive in the southern cities of Brazil, such as Rio Grande, and even bills on Rio de Janeiro were negotiated at a premium of up to 10% and more, but this rate declined during the second half of the century. As late as the 1870s contemporary merchant manuals quoted exchange rates from Bahia on London and Paris, and from Santos (a port city near São Paolo) on London. In the 1890s such manuals still had exchange notations from Rio Grande (on places within Brazil only), from Pernambuco (on London, Paris, and Lisbon), and from Pará (on England and France). But most of these exchange transactions were settled using Rio de Janeiro as an intermediary.
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Brazil's two most important financial centres for some time enjoyed a peculiar place within the international system of cashless transactions since London treated both as quasi-European in financial terms by setting up a regular exchange on Rio since 1809 and on Bahia since 1820. This development was only temporary, though, as these regular quotations were abolished in the 1830s. Thus, the financial places of Brazil did not reach the stage of "transition towards full integration", especially since Rio de Janeiro -and Bahia, too -only seem to have acquired a supplementary status, essentially as (temporary) substitutes for Portugal, especially Lisbon, after the Portuguese court had fled from Napoleon's troops into overseas exile. In terms of the model, Brazil's financial markets thus ought to be classified as "Type 1" in the early phase (Bahia, Pernambuco, Rio de Janeiro until ca. 1820) and "Type 2" (Rio de Janeiro from the 1820s onwards) respectively, although one needs to bear in mind that in this special case Britain was the core or "mother country" -and not Portugal! From the 1880s onwards, i.e. after the inclusion of New York on its exchange currents, Rio de Janeiro would have to be assigned to "Type 3b", in particular since several financial places on the East Coast of South America quoted Rio regularly. In some cases they might have done so since the 1820s, even though this cannot always be corroborated on the basis of the available source materials. The local financial markets of Rio Grande, Santos, and Pará probably never advanced beyond "Type 1" or "2"; if they recorded Rio de Janeiro as Brazil's pre-eminent financial centre they would have to be assigned to "Type 3a".
During the 19th and early 20th centuries Argentina, with its financial centre Buenos Aires, 20 came close to Brazil in terms of its importance in international finance and payments. At the beginning of this process, which commenced during independence from Spain (1816) and the consolidation of the United Provinces of Rio de la Plata, stood the exchange on London and Rio de Janeiro. Those two were the financial centres of Argentina's most important trading partners. Due to Britain's weight in Argentina's foreign trade the value of the Argentinean peso on foreign markets became more or less linked to the exchange on London. The course of the exchange on London in fact mirrors the several inflations which would strike Hispano-America during the following decades and which would be only temporarily halted by half-hearted attempts at monetary stabilization in-between. Regular quotations of the exchange on Paris, New York, and Montevideo commenced in 1827; but Paris was taken off the exchange current between 1829 and 1841. It was re-included after a blockade of the port of Buenos Aires by French warships in 1838-1840. Quotations on Amsterdam and Hamburg existed, but only in contemporary merchant manuals, as the exchange with both places was rather irrelevant and usually settled via London. 21 This limited catchment area of the Buenos Aires financial market was only extended with the increase in immigration from Europe during the second half of the 1870s. As late as 1870 Antwerp (or Belgium, respectively) and, after 1871, Montevideo were noted only with irregularity; the same applied to Italy/ Genoa, 1873 (again) Rio de Janeiro, and Hamburg and Berlin. Direct exchange relations with the German Empire only intensified with the introduction of the limping gold standard in Argentina in 1881.
22 New York on the other hand was quoted only twice: 1879/80 and 1885. Spain was included in the exchange rate currents between 1894 and 1912. After 1895 New York, Montevideo, and Rio de Janeiro became re-established permanently on the Buenos Aires exchange rate current, which after 1897 also included the Chilean financial centre of Valparaiso, Paysandú (located at the border of Uruguay and Paraguay), and Asunción, the capital of Paraguay. Finally, some central Argentinean places -such as Rosario, Bahia Blanca, Mendoza, Porto Gallego/Río Gallegos, and Concordia -were added between 1896 and 1905. Thereafter, and until the eve of the First World War, the only further addition to the exchange rate current was Switzerland (1913). The official list of exchange partners (as quoted on the stock exchange) 23 became even smaller during the process, as from 1905 on all American financial places -including New York -were taken off the Buenos Aires exchange rate current and only re-added during the war. Only private exchange rate currents recorded most of the American places continuously. 24 Thus, Buenos Aires was from the start tied not only to the international European-centred payments mechanism, but also to the North American centres, as well as the financial markets emerging in Latin America ("Type 3a"). With the commencement of regular quotations from Rio de Janeiro (1914), Buenos Aires became integrated into the Latin American sub-system (of the European-centred financial system, "Type 3b"). Alongside Buenos Aires there was a second financial market in Argentina: Rosario, in the province of Santa Fe, exchange rate quotations of which were orientated at those of the capital ("Type 3a"). Montevideo 26 was Uruguay's sole financial market of super regional importance. At the turn of the century, Paysandú emerged as a local financial market at the border between Argentina and Uruguay; between 1897 and 1905 it was even quoted in Buenos Aires. As in the case of Argentina, the exchange on London was the main foreign exchange rate quotation. Imports from Hamburg were usually paid for in London; direct quotations of Hamburg were accordingly seldom. Nonetheless, private contemporary merchant manuals had further quotations, for instance on Paris, Rio de Janeiro, and Hamburg in 1853 ("Type 3a"). 27 Towards the end of the century, the Montevideo exchange rate current was consolidated and, by then, included mainly European financial places such as London, Paris, Antwerp, Le Havre, Bordeaux, Genoa, and Hamburg, as well as adjacent Latin American places, such as Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires. After 1900 Spain and New York were added, the latter due to its rapidly increasing importance as a financial centre for the Latin American money and exchange markets. 28 Apart from Buenos Aires, which had quoted Montevideo irregularly since 1827 and with regularity since 1895, there were no other foreign places that had exchange quotations on Montevideo prior to the First World War. 29 But since South America's most important exchange market, Rio de Janeiro, never quoted Montevideo prior to 1914 (it did so after 1918), Montevideo and Uruguay did not become integrated into the emerging Hispano-American subsystem before the First World War. In terms of the model, therefore, Montevideo "stagnated" at a stage corresponding to "Type 3a".
Paraguay and its capital Asunción remained excluded from the international system of cashless payments during the entire 19th century, due to its economic underdevelopment, monetary deficiencies, as well as its low share in world trade and foreign relations. In those cases where transfers of money via bill of exchange were necessary, these transactions were usually settled using Buenos Aires, through which most of Paraguay's foreign trade was settled anyway. For this 26 Exchange rate series in Schneider/Schwarzer/Denzel, Währungen der Welt, vol. VII (note 2), p. 299-301. 27 Noback (1858) type of transactions the French franc, not the pound Sterling, was used as the barometer currency. 30 Factually, and still on the eve of the First World War, the bank buying rate of the premium on pesos de oro in Paraguayan paper currency was used as the foreign exchange rate; this premium was to be added to the "fixed" official exchange rate of the peso de oro against other currencies.
31 Due to its low significance in international payments Asunción was not usually quoted on adjacent foreign exchange markets. The notation of Asunción by Buenos Aires between 1897 and 1905 remains rather exceptional.
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On the West Coast of South America, Valparaiso, Chile's main trading point, was by far the largest and most important exchange market. First exchange rate quotations on London are documented from the years around 1830. 33 Whilst during the first half of the 19th century precious metals had been used for payments in Chile, these became gradually replaced in international payments by ninety-days-sight bills on London 34 and infrequently also on Liverpool from the mid-century onwards. Exchange rates on Paris, Hamburg, Berlin, and New York were also recorded in contemporary merchant manuals. 35 London's particular importance in exchange transactions became visible not least from the differential credit ratings of bills. People distinguished between letras de primera clase ("first class commercial" or "London bills"), bills drawn from Valparaiso's five oldest and most important banking houses (Gibbs & Huth in particular) on established and credit-worthy London banks, which had the highest stock exchange price; Muy Buen Londres on other merchants and banking companies; and finally Buen Londres, which were also chiefly drawn on London houses, as Sterling bills had the lowest transaction costs of all bills in circulation. London's central importance for once was a result of the pre-eminence of British traders and financiers in Chile's economic life, as well as the fact that London banks usually provided credit for six months, which Hamburg merchant-bankers for instance would usually not do. And even though the Chilean-German trade volume 30 Noback (1877) 36 The exchange on London retained this role as the only relevant foreign exchange rate through which bill transactions with third parties were usually settled until the First World War. Some exchange rates were, however, quoted in Valparaiso on Paris, Antwerp, Hamburg, and New York around 1900; 37 these, however, are documented in private merchant manuals only and thus had only limited importance for the exchange market of Valparaiso. Thus Valparaiso was only loosely linked to the international system of exchange via London ("Type 1"), as were several other financial markets at the South American West Coast; it was tied to the Latin American sub-system only via Buenos since 1897. Apart from that, some contemporary evidence suggests that exchange rate quotations might have existed from Santiago de Chile and Iquique on London, Paris, and Hamburg, orientated at Valparaiso usances, 38 but it seems likely that these places would have had the London rate only, which means that they would not have advanced beyond "Type 1".
Chile's neighbour states in the Andes had no comparable significance in terms of cashless payments. Exchange rate quotations can be found in Bolivia -La Paz and later on Oruro, an important mining town and point of export for the Bolivian mining industries -towards the end of the 19th century, but generally Bolivian financial markets were limited in terms of scale and scope. Exchange relations were maintained with London, Paris, and Hamburg, and in the 20th century New York, Chile, and Peru, as well. But the only rate of real significance was the one on London, which seems to suggest that, overall, Bolivia was only loosely tied to the international system of cashless payments ("Type 1"). London was, as in the case of the other post-colonial nascent nation states, Peru's link to -and most significant partner in -the international system of cashless payments. The first exchange rate quotations on London can be traced back to the 1820s; generally speaking, exchange rates and notations in Lima corresponded with those in Valparaiso and Santiago de Chile, as well as Caracas for a limited time period. 40 Contemporary merchant manuals also point towards New York, Paris, and Hamburg or Bremen as further partners, which Peruvian financial markets maintained exchange relations with during the second half of the 19th century. 41 Apart from Lima, other exchange places of significance were El Callao -Peru's most important free port and point of importation -, as well as the southern Peruvian trading cities of Arequipa, an entrepôt and transit point, and since the 1850s Tacna. These were local exchange markets on which rates were quoted as in Lima and Valparaiso. 42 Since the later 19th century Lima quoted financial markets in Spain, and towards the turn of the century Italian exchange markets as well. 43 London, Paris, Italy, Spain, Hamburg, and New York can be found in a Lima exchange rate current dating from 1st of July 1914. 44 Quotations on Lima were fairly infrequent and irregular; some are documented for instance in the 1850s from San Francisco. Overall, therefore, in particular because London until the 1900s remained the only foreign exchange market quoted regularly, 45 Lima would have to be assigned to "Type 1", and perhaps "Type 2" towards the very end of the period examined. As the Andean financial markets remained fairly disintegrated during the period, no independent Andean sub-system existed.
According to contemporary merchant manuals, Ecuador had its first own foreign exchange rate quotations since the 1870s. 46 Prior to that date Guayaquil was listed under "Colombia", exchange rates on which were given in official price currents (see below); Nelkenbrecher (1842), p. 129.
Foreign exchange relations existed between Guayaquil, Ecuador's most important staple port and exchange market, and mostly London, as there was no or only very low demand for bills on Paris yet (thus "Type 1"). Nevertheless, contemporary evidence seems to suggest that around 1890 Guayaquil had exchange rate quotations on London, Paris, Hamburg, New York, and Valparaiso, according to the terms at the Lima exchange market. 47 As far as can be determined, there were no exchange rate quotations on Ecuador prior to the First World War.
In modern-day Colombia, cashless payments can be traced back to the 1820s; the most important exchange markets were Bogotá and Cartagena -the most important Colombian sea port in the 19th century -, and after 1890 Sabanilla, too. London, Paris, Bordeaux, Hamburg, and the United States of America were quoted in exchange rate currents from the 1840s onwards, as well as St. Thomas from the 1870s on ("Type 2" or "3a"). Around 1900 foreign exchange relations focused on the capital, with the exception of the Isthmus, whose exchange market was in Panama. 48 As in Ecuador's case, no exchange rate quotations on Colombia are available for the period preceding the First World War.
Foreign exchange relations for Venezuela can be found since the 1820s, especially between La Guaira and London. During the 19th and early 20th centuries the exchange on London remained the central variable in Venezuela's foreign exchange business, as the volume of transactions booked in Sterling was by far the largest amongst total payments. 49 In addition to this there were bill transactions with France and the Unites States of America since the 1840s, as well as Hamburg and St. Thomas in the following decade; especially the latter became an important place on which bills were drawn from Venezuela ("Type 2" or "3a"). Caracas and its port, La Guaira, Venezuela's main sea port, were the most important exchange markets, to which Puerto Cabello and Ciudad Bolívar (formerly Angostura) were added in the 1870s. 47 Noback (1877) The financial rayon of Caracas and La Guaira had not changed in comparison to the 1850s; Ciudad Bolívar maintained exchanges on London, Hamburg, and Bremen only ("Type 2"). Sometimes Puerto Cabello had quotations on Bordeaux, but usually exchange rates were only quoted on London ("Type 1" or "2"). Finally, there was Maracaibo, which was but a local exchange market without own exchange rates; its business was adjusted to La Guaira in all regards. From the later 19th century onwards, exchange rates were usually quoted from Caracas, which had emerged as Venezuela's central financial market ("Type 2" or "3a"). All major financial transactions with Europe were settled here; other financial markets had only a limited, mostly local, relevance.
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For British Guyana foreign exchange relations can be traced to the 1820s. Alongside the exchange on London, rates were usually quoted on Amsterdam, the financial centre of the former "mother country" (the Netherlands), at least into the 1830s ("Type 2"), but as contemporaries saw it, "the exchange on Holland is regulated by that on London". 51 Official price currents recorded only London after the 1840s, but contemporary merchant manuals continued to record New York. 52 From the 1880s onwards, the Demerara Chronicle regularly published exchange rates on London, New York, and Calcutta -a result of a comparatively high level of immigration from India into British Guyana -, as well as rates on Canada, the British West Indies (Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, etc.), and the Danish colony of St. Thomas prior to the First World War. 53 Thus, due to the integration into the Caribbean sub-system (which has been discussed elsewhere), it appears as though, in terms of the model, a transformation from "Type 2" to "Type 3a" took place in the 1880s at latest.
In French Guyana exchange rates were usually quoted from the capital Cayenne, and mainly on Paris and the French sea ports of Bor- 50 Nelkenbrecher (1842) deaux, Marseille, and Le Havre, perhaps on New York ("Type 1").
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In Dutch Surinam the capital (Paramaribo) had regular quotations on Amsterdam and Rotterdam ("Type 1"), and from the later 19th century onwards on other European places, such as London and Paris, as well ("Type 2"). 55 But whilst the Bank of Surinam drew bills on Barbados, Cayenne, Georgetown, and New York, 56 a full integration into the Caribbean sub-system 57 can be doubted. Mexico City had been Central America's most important financial market since the 16th century, yet more than anything else Mexico owed its significance in international payments during the colonial area and down to the 1800s to the exportation of silver pesos, the socalled Mexican pesos or dollars. Being an international medium of exchange, as well as a traded commodity, this pre-eminence of the Mexican dollar in the international commodity trades rendered cashless transactions virtually redundant, compared to other Central and Latin American states. This might be a reason for the fact that no regular exchange rate quotations have been preserved from Mexican financial places prior to the 20th century. Even the London-based Economist, which regularly recorded exchange rates on London from all the major Latin American financial places during the second half of the 19th century, recorded Mexico City only in 1886/7. If there were any cashless payments from Mexico City, they were usually settled via London as Mexico's only foreign exchange partner of significance; 58 especially because London since the 18th century had been an important market for Mexican dollars (therefore a bid/money rate was usually quoted in London for the Mexican dollar). 59 Being Central America's main financial market, Mexico City was linked to the European financial system via London, as well as tied to the North American sub-system via New York (and later on also to San Francisco). It was possibly even linked to the Caribbean sub-system (via Havana), but this link cannot be proven for any time prior to the early 20th century on the grounds of deficient source materials ("Type 3a"). Contemporary merchant manuals also recorded exchange rates from Mexico 54 Nelkenbrecher (1890) were essentially "pegged" or dependent on the price of silver on world markets ("Type 1").
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The process of integration into the international payments mechanism and, by the same token, the international economy had advanced continuously since the independence movement, linking the Latin American states to the international system of cashless transactions with an increase in the degree of regularity and density. Completion of this process was immediately within reach at the eve of the First World War. Within this constellation, Rio de Janeiro by 1910 occupied a relative pole position of primus inter pares, being quoted regularly from several other Latin American financial places without drawing on these markets itself. Rio's quotation on Buenos Aires only commenced a few months prior to the First World War; only by then the two can be seen as equals within the Latin American subsystem. Within this subsystem, however, Buenos Aires had the largest number of regular exchange quotations -apart from Mexico City, which operated a fairly large number of intra-Mexican exchange relations. Here Montevideo, linked to the Latin American sub-system through Buenos Aires, appeared as satellite of the Argentinean capital located close-by. Valparaiso was the only other financial market of significance; other than that there were no financial or exchange markets of international relevance in Central and South America. Mexico City had some supraregional significance, but mostly in terms of precious metal rather than bill transactions. Most of the other exchange markets of Latin America only had a limited regional significance, even though they usually quoted exchange rates on most of the large European financial centres, as well as New York and frequently "adjacent" South American markets. Overall, however, the exchange markets on South America's West Coast were geared almost entirely towards London, the world's financial focus, whilst the East Coast's and Central American financial rayon usually also included other continental European exchange partners, mostly also New York. The process of concentration on one focal financial market within each country was completed in most cases towards the turn of the century; in Europe and North America these processes had been completed earlier, towards the 1870s. The other, local or regional, exchange markets had now become obsolete within the international cashless payments mechanism and remained only indirectly linked to the international mechanism via the central exchange market of each pertaining country as an intermediary.
The progress and completion of this process of integration was seriously halted in all countries outside Europe -with the exception of the USA -by the outbreak of the First World War. Within Europe this caused the gravest interruption and disintegration of the international finance and payments mechanism hitherto experienced. Such a thorough interruption of economic and financial communications due to war between the Allied states on the one hand, and the German Empire, Austria-Hungary, and their confederated states on the other hand had never been observed in any armed conflict since the Middle Ages. During the process of re-integration of the global system of payments after the war, the larger and more important financial centres of South America became finally integrated fully into the international system of cashless payments. From 1919 onwards, the world's two most important financial centres -London and New York -commenced with regular quotations of exchange rates on Latin American exchange places. 71 The fact that during the war New York had, alongside London, emerged as the world's second financial focus (this was also due to the consequences of war) was peculiarly important for Latin American financial places, because "[...] parallel to the United States' gain and Europe's loss in terms of shares in world trade, increasing amounts of foreign capital flowed into Latin America from the North. Accordingly Latin American states gradually adjusted their currencies and exchange rates to the financial movements on the New York market". 
